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Foreword

Modern science is characterized not only by a rapid development pace but a
necessity to transcend boundaries of traditional fields and a necessary bridg-
ing gaps between fields. This is a result of an increasing complication of the
present world in which all systems operate in a highly complex and interwo-
ven environment so that results from various fields of science, sometimes very
distant from one another, must be used for analysis and solution. An inherent
part of such a new reality in which science, and also technology, must operate
is that it has to discover new challenges and be able to respond to them both
quickly, and effectively and efficiently to stay competitive in the difficult en-
vironment in which various human activities, including research, must fight
for recognition and financing which are implied to a large extend by the fact
if they can to solve real problems of a crucial and growing relevance to the
society.

One of such problems we are facing in recent years, may be a decade, is
a so called Big Data. Big Data can be found more and more both in se-
rious scientific publications and presentations and in the media. Basically,
though various definitions can be found, Big Data is an emerging paradigm
that applies to what can and should be done with sets of data which are
beyond not only the human cognitive capabilities but also beyond what the
commonly employed software tools and packages can do in the sense of captur-
ing, managing, processing, displaying, etc. the data within a time that would
be acceptable for a practical use, for instance by the human user. Needless
to say that this problem has been triggered by an unprecedented growth of
data sets produced in any human activity as the cost of memory becomes
negligible, everything is stored, and sets of data stored become larger and
larger. Moreover, one should take into account that the complexity of those
data constantly increases as more and more the data stored contain in addi-
tion to traditional numeric data, also texts, pictures, videos, voice, etc. etc.
Most are unstructured which make the problem even more difficult. All that
data comes from various sources exemplified by social media, sensors, scien-
tific experiments, surveillance data, video and image archives, texts from the
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Internet, medical records, business transactions, web logs; etc. etc. It is quite
obvious that to effectively and efficiently handle problems with such kinds
of data, various solutions should be applied exemplified by broadly perceived
distributed computing, massively parallel processing databases, scalable stor-
age systems, cloud computing platforms, etc. which should preferably operate
in a synergistic way.

Scientific publishers are always trying to be a good“mirror”of the scientific
community and to keep themselves up-to-date with the main new research
developments. Therefore they have to respond timely and in an appropriate
way to any major new research directions and challenges that strongly emerge
and quickly become subjects of intensive research. The new field of Big Data
is a perfect example of such a new challenge that is taking by storm the
interest of scientific communities all over the world.

We have therefore decided to launch the new book series Studies in Big
Data in the Springer scientific program. This new series aims to serve the
needs of both prospective authors and readers by providing up to date account
and coverage of the newest developments in the broadly perceived“Big Data”
area, both in a foundational and theoretical and applied dimension. The new
book series will include both a state of the art, even textbook like text, and
highly advanced and specialized books and volumes. With such a broad we
hope to best serve the scientific and technological communities, and fulfill
needs of many readers, of different needs, backgrounds and credentials.

We are very happy to start this new series with the present volume “ Data
Mining and Knowledge Discovery for Big Data: Methodologies, Challenges,
and Opportunities” edited by Professor Wesley Chu from the University of
California at Los Angeles, USA. Professor Chu’s illustrious career spanned
over a couple of decades and it is difficult to even list all of his novel and
pioneering contributions. To just name a few, in the beginning of his ca-
reer he worked on the design of large-scale computers at IBM; on computer
communication and distributed databases at Bell Labs, and then he contin-
ued work on computer communication and networks, distributed databases,
memory management, real-time distributed processing systems, and statisti-
cal multiplexing, the development of ATM networks, etc. Among his pioneer-
ing works, one should mention those on file allocation and directory design for
distributed databases that helped develop of domain name servers for the web
and current cloud computing systems. Moreover, he has obtained many origi-
nal results in the area of broadly perceived intelligent systems exemplified by
intelligent (knowledge-based) information systems and knowledge acquisition
for large information systems, relaxation of query constraints that led to the
development of CoBase, a cooperative database system for structured data,
and KMed, a knowledge-based multimedia medical image system, etc. The
list of his original achievements is much longer, indeed.

This first volume, Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery for Big Data:
Methodologies, Challenges and Opportunities, is very proper for the launch-
ing of the new book series. First, it deals with the field of data mining and
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knowledge discovery, a field of science that has enjoyed a huge popularity
among researchers, scholars and practitioners due to its sheer usefulness for
virtually all areas of science and technology, even – as one can say – virtu-
ally all human activities as it tries to discover some relations that cannot be
seen by the humans but can be of use while solving problems. Clearly, such
a problem – which is simple to verbally state but difficult to formalize and
solve – has implied many foundational, analytic, and implementation chal-
lenges which have triggered new ideas and results by researchers and scholars,
followed by engineers and other practitioners.

As the field of data mining and knowledge discovery has matured, people
have started to apply their tools and techniques to more and more complex,
and less and less structured information exemplified by textual or multimedia
data, nonlinear dynamics of even spatiotemporal form, and to sets of data
and problems in more and more “soft sciences” in which such a complex and
unstructured information prevails. Moreover, due to the progress in IT/ICT,
better and better capabilities and specifications of hardware and software so-
lutions are available, and increased and general use of all kinds of distributed
computing systems, the “data sets” in question have become different that
they used to be. That is, big in size, complex, distributed, etc. This all has
triggered the emergence of the Big Data as a new discipline.

These aspects are well reflected in the contributions in this volume. Basi-
cally, they all are concerned with innovative tools and techniques for broadly
perceived data mining and knowledge discovery that would be effective and
efficient for solving problems a big data context as explained above. The au-
thors of the chapters address subjects ranging from mining data from opinion,
spatiotemporal databases, discriminative subgraph patterns, path knowledge
discovery, social media, and privacy issues. Therefore, the contributions cover
a comprehensive set of areas that are relevant, and in which the big data as-
pect is relevant.

We wish to congratulate Professor Chu for his vision to notice that the
time is right for such a relevant volume, and for his excellent job to select
relevant and challenging topics and bring together prominent contributors.
The contributors should be greatly appreciated for their papers which provide
both a coverage of the area and a presentation of their new results.

We sincerely hope that this great volume will be a very good start of the
new Studies in Big Data book series, and that the series will develop rapidly
in line with our other big and highly successful book series at Springer.

August 2013 Thomas Ditzinger
Heidelberg and Warsaw Janusz Kacprzyk
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